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LEADMENTOR



“70% OF SALES LEADS ARE
NOT PROPERLY LEVERAGED
OR ARE COMPLETELY
IGNORED, THUS WASTING
MARKETING PROGRAM
DOLLARS.”

Lead management is the process by which marketing acquires, evaluates, nurtures

and hands off leads to the sales team. Many companies have no standards in place

for properly managing leads, so weeding out genuine buyers from those just

poking around is difficult and time-intensive. Sales departments often receive

weak leads, wasting more time and ultimately detracting from revenue. In fact,

according to Gleanster Research, only 25% of leads in a given sales pipeline are

legitimate prospects.

LEAD MANAGEMENT 

BUSINESS CAN SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE THEIR SALES PIPELINE BY DEVELOPING LEAD
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES THAT INCORPORATE LEAD NURTURING, LEAD SCORING AND
MARKETING AUTOMATION.

- GARTNER RESEARCH



Lead Management has to be a process of

continuous improvement. Handling each lead both

individually and efficiently is a difficult task,let

alone leads from multiple sources. Companies

working in business-to-business (B2B) domain know

that one of the most important parts of growing

their business comes from lead generation. This is

more than simply emailing potential customers.

Instead, it involves continually identifying and

reaching out to potential customers through a

variety of means in order to convert as many as

possible. It can be hard to identify good leads to

start with, and the process of converting them into

paying customers sometimes seems more like luck

than anything planned. However, you can make this

really work for you if you have the right process in

place.

ACHILLES HEEL

Most common bottlenecks to an efficient lead conversion
(identify yours):

- HAVING NO LEAD MANAGEMENT 

Without any sort of lead management, it’s going to be very difficult for businesses to

identify any potential customers, let alone convert them into buyers. Lead

management ensures that all lead generation is centralized and efficient.

There’s no sure-fire way of lead generation. That’s why most businesses have created

a generation strategy that utilizes different methods.

- USING ONE LEAD GENERATION METHOD

Effective  lead nurturing
generate 50% more sales-
ready leads at 33% lower
cost.

Nurtured leads make 47%
larger purchases than non-
nurtured leads.



- IRREGULAR AND UNSYSTEMATIC FOLLOW UP OF PROSPECTS

Without following up on prospective leads, you can’t move potential customers

through the lead conversion process, which means they may never become paying

customers. If you don’t follow up on these leads in a systematic, regular way, you may

lose them. Some leads will look elsewhere if they don’t hear from you. They may need

services or products such as the ones you offer, but if they haven’t received any

information from you recently, they may go with a competitor who has followed up

more regularly.

- USING OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY

One key part of lead generation is organization. You have to make certain you know

who is being considered as a lead, who has been contacted, at what stage each lead is

in your conversion process, and more. If any of this information gets jumbled or isn’t

accessible, it can lead to confusion and a LOST LEAD. Worse, leads may start receiving

duplicate or incorrect communications, which can prevent them from becoming

customers.

Relying on one lead generation method, especially if it’s a method that has been used

for years before the advent of new technology, may be the reason why you’re not

getting many conversions.

“LISTENING TO YOUR LEADS
WILL EQUIP YOU WITH THE
TOOLS YOU NEED TO OPTIMIZE
YOUR MARKETING PROCESSES.”



A lead is  someone who has shown interest in your

business by providing their  email  or other contact

information. Lead generation is  only worth your

time if  you have a game plan to nurture leads

toward conversion.

Lead generation is  very different from ecommerce

or other sales approach as i t  is  a consultat ive

approach,  where one should not try to convince a

prospect to do something but try to provide al l

relevant information to help them make a

decision.

Behind every cl ick,  form f i l l  or cal l  lead,  there’s a

person wait ing to be persuaded. Gett ing real

people to opt in is  hard work,  but with mordenize

process in place can take the painful  job of

managing and nurturing lead checks off  from the

task l ist .

Why modernize process?

Al Pacino

The inches we need are everywhere around us,

we f ight for that inch because we know, when we

add up al l  those inches,  that 's  going to make the

difference between winning and losing.”  “

PRO
TIP
Seize the Day

Companies that

automate lead

management see a 10%

or greater increase in

revenue in 6-9 months.

Nurtured leads

produce, on average, a

20% increase in sales

opportunities versus

non-nurtured leads.

- Gartner Research

- DemandGen Report



Conversion is  more than a buzzword. I t ’s  the key to any successful

marketing campaign. Turning prospective leads into happy

customers is  hard work,  but i t  doesn’t  have to be so

complicated.It ’s  al l  about f inding the “squeaky wheel”  in your

marketing campaigns.

Winning by inches, leads, with
lead mentor

Lead Mentor gives a complete view of every customer,
every deal, every day.

- Helps businesses to track the source of lead

- Helps them to understand how to interact with potential leads

- Funnel all your campaign leads to central dashboard

- Access and allocate leads from centralize location

- Helps to tailor the communication with the leads

- Helps to track the progress and engagement of leads over period of time which

enables to understand leads better

- Helps admins and business owner to efficiently use communication teams.

- With metrics helps to identify the loose ends 

Benefits: Get a complete view of every customer, every deal, every day. Access

all customer info from one place. Replace spreadsheets with a winning sales

process, connect your business and keep everyone productive. A single view of

prospects and customers delivered from the cloud keeps your entire team up to

date with activities, key contacts, and every interaction. Connect, accelerate and

close deals on the road or in the office.

Save time. Sell More. Let your sales team shine, relieve them from time

consuming admin work. Making life easy for your sales team and power them 



Make things happen

with tools which  motivate them and drive results. With leadmentor you can

customize workflows, create automatic campaign alerts, auto-assign tasks, and

streamline lead communications. No more waiting.

MONITOR LEADS

Never loose sight of a lead

MEASURE CAMPAIGN

Whats working whats not working ,
montiro performance by the hour or
by the minute

ASSIGN & TRANSFER LEADS

Manage branches & distributed
teams, track them better

IMPORT / EXPORT LEADS

Ease of bringing in 3rd party leads

INTEGRATIONS

Single step integration with majorly
used communication tools 

ONE CLICK CONNECT

Sms, Calls, Emails. send it in a click to
prospects and track it two and fro

CEO's and Business Owners are 25%
more likely to be less involved in

daily processes if  an effective lead
management system is in place .  So
effectively you get more time doing

what you do best.



Which, What & How?

Get going in no time: LMS lets you start bringing all of your leads information and

engagement together in one easy-to-use console. In just a few minutes you can offer

personalized service on every channel quick.

Respond quickly: Route leads to your team, armed with a complete customer history.

Deliver solutions faster by automating repetitive tasks. Reduce time spent on simple

cases and put more energy into driving your business.

Make better decisions: Don’t just solve cases and move on. Use what you’ve learned

to make better business decisions. Easy to use reporting turns cases into actionable

insights that can improve customer service as well as product offerings.

Service that grows with you: Are you growing? Don't worry. When you need more

customization and functionality, you can upgrade to the solutions you need.

Lead management is  a tr icky business.

You can get a beauti ful  looking result ,

but i f  i t  doesn't  work,  i t 's  useless,  l ike a

Porsche with a faulty  engine.  We del iver

lead management and nurturing solut ion

that both look good and perform wel l .


